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Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast:
A combined phonetic and phonological account1
Silke Hamann
The present study argues that variation across listeners in the perception of
a non-native contrast is due to two factors: the listener-specic weighting of
auditory dimensions and the listener-specic construction of new segmental
representations. The interaction of both factors is shown to take place in the
perception grammar, which can be modelled within an OT framework. These
points are illustrated with the acquisition of the Dutch three-member labio-
dental contrast [V v f] by German learners of Dutch, focussing on four types
of learners from the perception study by Hamann and Sennema (2005a).
1. Introduction
Dutch has a cross-linguistically very unusual labiodental contrast between an
approximant /V/, a voiced fricative /v/, and a voiceless fricative /f/ (see e.g.
Booij 1995 and Gussenhoven 1999). Minimal triplets illustrating the contrast
are given in (1).
(1) .
wee vee fee [Ve:, ve:, fe:] ‘contraction, cattle, fairy’
wijj vijl feil [VEil, vEil, fEil] ‘while, rasp, error’
The occurrence of this contrast is restricted to word-initial position between
voiced segments. Many speakers of Standard Dutch, especially those from
the western part of the Netherlands, neutralize the /f/ - /v/ contrast (Booij
1995: 7f.). According to Mees and Collins (1982: 5), no neutralization oc-
curs in careful speech and in more formal registers. Very Southern Dutch and
Flemish speakers realise the approximant as bilabial (Booij 1995: 8), which
can be transcribed as /B / (see Gussenhoven 1999: 75).2 This regional variance
is not further considered in the following study.2 Silke Hamann
German learners of Dutch have problems acquiring the three-member con-
trast since their native language differentiates only a voiced and a voiceless
labiodentalfricative(Kohler1999;Wiese1996),seetheminimalpairsin(2).3
(2) .
Wein fein [vain, fain] ‘wine, ﬁne’
Wort fort [vO5t, fO5t] ‘word, away’
In the phonetic literature on German, the voiced labiodental sound is usually
described as a fricative (see e.g. Jessen 1998, Kohler 1999, W¨ angler 1974).
However, Kohler (1995: 154) mentions that German /v/ can turn into an ap-
proximant, especially in initial position, and Vi¨ etor (1897: 229, 231) writes
that friction in German /v/ is very little compared to English and French /v/.
Several studies on second language (L2) acquisition have shown that the
existence of the same phonological category in the ﬁrst language (L1) does
not necessarily result in perfect L2 performance (see e.g. Best and Strange
1992; Flege 2002; Iverson et al. 2003). Instead, the phonetic realisations of
the respective categories play a major role in determining the categorization.
Hamann and Sennema (2005a) add to this evidence with a categorisation ex-
periment that tested the perception of the Dutch labiodental contrast by Ger-
man learners of Dutch. They found that the German learners had problems
perceiving the Dutch /v/ correctly, despite the fact that German has the same
phonological category.
The present article gives an account of the data acquired in Hamann and
Sennema’s study, describing the performance of four types of speakers. The
data is used to illustrate that L2 perception has to be accounted for with the
ﬁne-grained auditory differences between L1 and L2 segments and the inﬂu-
ence of the native phonology (see e.g. Flege and Hillenbrand 1986). This in-
teraction of phonetics and phonology can be modelled with language-speciﬁc
perception grammars, which map auditory forms onto surface phonological
forms. Proposals for such perception grammars have been made by Boersma
(1998 et seq.) and Pater (2004) in the framework of Optimality Theory (Mc-
Carthy and Prince 1993, Prince and Smolensky 1993; henceforth: OT). In the
present article, the perception grammars of the L1 and L2 native speakers and
of the L2 learners are formalised. Furthermore, the article illustrates that the
differences between the native and the L2 perception grammar allow differ-
ent acquisition strategies, mirrored in the varied perceptual performance ofVariation in the perception of an L2 contrast 3
L2 learners. Thus, variation in the perception of an L2 contrast is accounted
for by differences in the L2 perception grammars.
The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents data on the perfor-
mances by four groups of Dutch learners from Hamann and Sennema’s per-
ception study. In section 3, acoustic differences between the labiodentals in
Dutch and German are discussed. Section 4 formalises the perception gram-
mar of Dutch and German native listeners, and section 5 the perception gram-
mars of the four types of learners of Dutch, illustrating different acquisition
strategies. Section 6 summarises and concludes.
2. Variation in the perception of a second language: four types of
learners
In a categorisation experiment, Hamann and Sennema (2005a) tested the per-
ception of the Dutch labiodental contrast by three groups: six German lis-
teners without any knowledge of Dutch (German L1), twenty-one German
learners of Dutch (Dutch L2), and six Dutch native listeners (Dutch L1). The
test materials did not only contain the three labiodentals but all Dutch ob-
struents /p, b, t, d, k, x, f, v, V, s, z, C/ (see Mees and Collins 1982).4 These
consonants were followed by the vowel /a/ and were read eight times by a
male speaker in the sentence “Hoor je L”, ‘Do you hear L’. The token sen-
tences were repeated four times and the total set of 384 stimuli sentences
were randomized. The participants were presented with one stimuli sentence
at a time via headphones and had to click on orthographic representations of
the consonant-vowel sequences. With respect to the labiodentals, the German
L1 listeners had to classify the three Dutch labiodental sounds as one of their
two native German sounds /f/ and /v/ or any other of the ten obstruents /p,
b, t, d, k, g, s, z, c ¸, S/ in German (Kohler 1999). The Dutch native and L2
listeners had as answer categories the 12 Dutch consonants /p, b, t, d, k, x, f,
v, V, s, z, C/. The categorisation results for the labiodentals, split by the three
participant groups, are given in table 1 on the next page.
Based on the phonological descriptions of the categories alone, we would
expect the German listeners to equate the Dutch /f/ with their /f/, the Dutch
/v/ with their /v/, thus to perform well for these two known categories, and
to show problems with Dutch /V/, since German does not have an equivalent
category for this sound. The results of the experiment in table 1 illustrate4 Silke Hamann
Table 1: Mean identiﬁcation scores (percent correct) of the three test groups for
the labiodentals in the perception experiment by Hamann and Sennema
(2005a), with stimuli in rows, and responses sorted by language group in
columns. The numbers in each row per language group do not add up to
100 percent, because miscategorisations involving non-labiodental sounds
are not included.
German L1 Dutch L2 Dutch L1
/f/ /v/ /f/ /v/ /V/ /f/ /v/ /V/
s
t
i
m
u
l
u
s
/f/ 99.5 0 79.0 17.7 2.1 94.8 5.2 0
/v/ 16.7 82.8 5.2 74.6 18.5 5.2 94.8 0
/V/ 0 99.5 0.1 6.1 92.6 0 0 99.5
that the categorization of the Dutch sounds by German listeners departs from
these expectations.
Germannativelisteners,withoutknowledgeofDutch,perceivedtheDutch
voiced fricative as their voiced fricative in 82.8 percent of the cases, and the
Dutch labiodental approximant /V/ as their voiced fricative /v/ in almost all of
the cases, converse to the phoneme-based prediction. Unsurprisingly, Dutch
/f/ was perceived as German /f/ in 99.5 percent of the cases. The German
learners of Dutch were also not in line with the expectations. They succeeded
in categorising Dutch /V/ correctly, but miscategorised /f/ in 21 percent of the
cases and /v/ in 25.4 percent of the cases.
The performance of the listeners in this study varied depending on the
speakersandontheirlevelofproﬁciency.Whereascertainmis-categorisations
almost never occurred (e.g. the categorisation of /f/ as /V/ and reverse), others
were made by a large number of participants (e.g. confusing /v/ and /V/). A
detailed examination of the data showed that recurring patterns in the perfor-
mance of the participants allow us to group them into four types of learners
(miscategorisations below 10 percent are not taken into consideration).5
The ﬁrst type of learners, termed Learner A in the following, does not
discriminate Dutch /v/ and /V/, but categorises tokens of both types of sound
as approximant, see table 2. Though this pattern could only be observed for
two of the twenty-one participants (PP5 and PP11)6, we will see below that
it is of great interest for modelling the learning process because it shows the
application of a German perception grammar to the Dutch sounds, i.e. the
initial stage of L2 learning. Three participants (PP1, PP20, PP21) are sum-
marized here as learner type B because they show almost identical patterns ofVariation in the perception of an L2 contrast 5
confusing /f/ and /v/.7 A similar mis-categorisation of /f/ as /v/ could also be
observed for seven other participants (PP7, PP11, PP12, PP14, PP15, PP17
and PP18). A third group of participants (PP3, PP6, PP9) confused /v/ and /V/.
This type of learning is summarized as Learner C. Again, we ﬁnd part of their
miscategorisation patterns in other participants: the misperception of /v/ as /V/
by nine participants (PP3, PP5-PP9, PP13, PP15 and PP17), and the misper-
ception of /V/ as /v/ by two participants (PP8 and PP14). Five participants
(PP2, PP4, PP10, PP16 and PP19) performed native-like in making almost
no mistakes in the categorisation of all three labiodentals. These participants
are represented by learner type D. A correct identiﬁcation of /f/ could be ob-
served for further ﬁve participants (PP3, PP5, PP6, PP9 and PP13), a correct
identiﬁcation of /v/ for three (PP12, PP14 and PP18), and a correct identiﬁ-
cation of /V/ for ten participants (PP5, PP7, PP11-PP13, PP15, PP17, PP18,
PP20 and PP21).
These four types of learners represent 13 of the 21 participants. The re-
maining eight listeners are covered by combinations of two learning types,
with one exception: participant PP8 categorised /f/ as /V/ (in 40.6 percent of
the cases), a miscategorisation that none of the other listeners showed and
that is not further considered in the present study.
Table 2: Identiﬁcation scores (percent correct) for four different types of learners in
the study by Hamann and Sennema (2005a: 166).
Learner A Learner B
/f/ /v/ /V/ /f/ /v/ /V/
s
t
i
m
u
l
u
s
/f/ 100% 0% 0% 40% 40% 0%
/v/ 0% 0% 100% 60% 60% 0%
/V/ 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 100%
Learner C Learner D
/f/ /v/ /V/ /f/ /v/ /V/
s
t
i
m
u
l
u
s
/f/ 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0%
/v/ 0% 75% 25% 0% 100% 0%
/V/ 0% 25% 75% 0% 0% 100%
The performance of these four types of learners cannot be accounted for by
a comparison of the phonemic categories in both languages, because in that
case we would expect the German listeners to have problems with the Dutch6 Silke Hamann
labiodental approximant, a category that does not exist in German. However,
onlyLearnerCshowedthispattern.Conversely,threeofthefourlearnertypes
hadproblemscategorisingtheDutchvoicedlabiodentalfricative/v/correctly,
although this category exists in German. An alternative explanation for the
performance of the German listeners is the (dis)similarity in the phonetic
realisations of these categories, which is the topic of the following section.
3. Acoustic and auditory differences between German and Dutch
labiodentals
The labiodentals in Dutch and German contrast in voicing (voiced versus
voiceless fricatives), and the Dutch ones additionally in manner (fricative ver-
sus approximant). Acoustically, fricatives differ from approximants in their
presence of friction noise, absence of continuous formants and a longer dura-
tion. Voiced fricatives can be distinguished from voiceless ones by the pres-
ence of a voicing bar and periodicity of the signal. Usually, voiced fricatives
are also shorter than their voiceless counterparts, see Stevens et al. (1992)
for English, Mees and Collins (1982) for Dutch and Jessen (1998) for Ger-
man. Duration is thus employed both for distinguishing fricatives from ap-
proximants and voiced from voiceless fricatives. Furthermore, duration is a
well-known auditory dimension. Humans are able to perceive small dura-
tional differences in the speech signal due to the high temporal resolution of
their auditory system (Plack 2004: 19).
The presence or absence of a voicing bar and of continuous formants, on
the other hand, are acoustic characteristics but not necessarily relevant au-
ditory dimensions. Instead, listeners seem to pay attention to the periodicity
versus aperiodicity of a signal (Faulkner and Rosen 1999). The presence of
friction noise is closely related to the auditory dimension of periodicity, since
a segment with a large friction component is less periodic. An acoustic mea-
sure for this relation is the harmonics-to-noise ratio, or harmonicity median,
which indicates the ratio of periodicity to friction in a sound. A signal with
a harmonicity median of 0 dB, for instance, has equal energy in the harmon-
ics and in the noise, and a signal with a harmonicity median of 20 dB has
almost 100% of the energy in the periodic part (Boersma 1993). In the fol-
lowing, we employ harmonicity median as auditory dimension of periodicity
and friction.Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 7
In an acoustic study with ﬁve Dutch and ﬁve German female speakers,
Hamann and Sennema (2005b) compared, among other parameters, the dura-
tion and harmonicity median of the German labiodentals /f, v/ with those of
the Dutch labiodentals /f, v, V/. The results of this study show that both Ger-
man /v/ and Dutch /V/ share a short duration and a high harmonicity median
(i.e., they have little friction and are voiced). Dutch /v/ differs in both param-
eters; it is of medium duration and has a low harmonicity median (i.e., has
considerable friction and is voiced). Dutch and German /f/ are both of long
duration and have a negative harmonicity median (indicating considerable
friction and voicelessness). These results are presented in ﬁgure 1.
Duration:
80 100 120 140 160 180
Dutch
German
(ms)
V v f
v f
Harmonicity median:
–5 0 5 10 15 20
Dutch
German
(dB)
V v f
v f
Figure 1: Scales comparing the realisations of the two German and the three Dutch
labiodentals in the acoustic study by Hamann and Sennema (2005b) along
the dimensions of duration (top) and harmonicity median (bottom).
The German labiodental fricative /v/ is acoustically closer to the Dutch labio-
dental approximant /V/ than to the corresponding Dutch labiodental fricative
/v/. These ﬁndings are in line with the observations made by Vi¨ etor (1897)
and Kohler (1995) that German /v/ is not very fricative-like and can be re-
alised as an approximant in initial position.
The actual spreading of the labiodental tokens from Hamann and Sen-
nema’s data along duration and harmonicity median are shown in ﬁgure 2,
where we can see a clear overlap of Dutch /V/ and German /v/, and of Dutch
and German /f/. The large variation in the realisation of Dutch /v/ and its
partial overlap with Dutch /f/ is probably due to the often occurring neutral-8 Silke Hamann
Figure 2: Distributions of German labiodentals (grey lines and hatched) and Dutch
labiodentals (black lines) and their average values (position of symbols)
along the dimensions of duration in ms (horizontal) and harmonicity me-
dian in dB (vertical).
isation of /v/ to /f/ described in section 1, though the speakers in the study
were from the area of Nijmegen, where a contrast is supposedly made.
In contrast to the average values for the ﬁve Dutch speakers in ﬁgure 2, the
stimuli produced by the Dutch male speaker (also from the area of Nijmegen)
that were used in the perception experiment, given in ﬁgure 3, did not show a
three-way distinction in duration for the labiodentals. Instead, the realisations
of /v/, in the lower middle of ﬁgure 3, and those of /V/, in the upper part of
ﬁgure 3, are almost of equal duration for this speaker.
The comparison of the average distributions for both languages (ﬁgure
2) offers an explanation for the perceptual misclassiﬁcations of Dutch labio-
dentals by the German L2 learners described in section 2. As we can infer
from the grey ellipsis on the upper left in ﬁgure 2, German listeners are used
to encounter tokens of /v/ with a duration between 85 and 120 ms and a
harmonicity median between 9 and 22 dB. The realisations of Dutch /V/ are
very similar to those. Likewise, the realisations of Germans /f/ with a du-Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 9
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Figure 3: Dutch labiodental tokens (by one speaker) used in the perception experi-
ment along the dimensions of duration (ms) and harmonicity (dB): tokens
of /V/ in the upper middle, tokens of /v/ in the lower middle, and those of
/f/ in the lower right corner.
ration between 150 and 200 ms and a harmonicity median between –5 and
2 dB are very similar to those of Dutch /f/. Thus Germans can employ the
same auditory dimensions and very similar values along these dimensions for
categorising Dutch /V/ and /f/ than they use for categorising their native labio-
dentals. However, tokens of Dutch /v/ pose a problem for German listeners
because, although these tokens partly overlap with the two categories existing
in German, they also provide values in between that the German listeners are
not acquainted with.8 More importantly, the German listeners do not have a
third category to associate these values with. This accounts for the problems
German listeners have with correctly categorizing the Dutch voiced fricative.
German learners of Dutch have to create a new segmental category for the
Dutch /v/ and to associate the relevant auditory values with it, before they are
able to classify the Dutch labiodentals correctly. The following section shows
how the association of (new) segmental categories with auditory dimensions
and speciﬁc values along these dimensions can be formalised.10 Silke Hamann
4. Perception grammars for German and Dutch listeners
In speech perception, an auditory input is mapped onto an abstract phono-
logical surface form. This process is largely language-speciﬁc, as both the
abstract categories and their concrete auditory realisations can differ from
language to language. The involvement of language-speciﬁc, i.e. grammat-
ical, knowledge in speech perception has lead a number of researchers to
model this process with a perception grammar within an OT framework, see
Boersma (1998 et seq.) and Pater (2004) for L1, and Hayes (2002), Escudero
and Boersma (2003, 2004) and Escudero (2005) for L2.
Themappingofauditoryformsontophonologicalformscanbeformalised
in an OT perception grammar by means of negative cue constraints, as pro-
posed by Boersma (1998) and Escudero and Boersma (2003):
(3) Cue constraints (or perceptual construction constraints):
“A value x on the auditory continuum f should not be perceived as the phono-
logical category y” or short “xf not /y/”.
In our case, we use for instance the cue constraint “110 ms not /f/” to for-
malise the fact that a segment of 110 ms duration is not a voiceless labio-
dental fricative (at least at normal speaking rate)9, neither in German nor in
Dutch.
Every cue constraint that maps an auditory value onto a phonological cat-
egory has antagonistic cue constraints that map the same value onto other
phonological categories in the respective language. Staying with our example
and restricting our description to labiodentals, we also have, e.g., “110 ms
not /v/” for German. Since 110 ms is a perfectly acceptable duration for a /v/
(but not for a /f/) in German, the constraint “110 ms not /v/” is much lower
ranked than its antagonist “110 ms not /f/”, and therefore plays only a small
role in the decision on the perceived category (due to the nature of OT as a
decision-by-exclusion mechanism). Dutch has the additional constraint “110
ms not /V/”. From the data in ﬁgure 2 we can see that a /v/ with a duration of
100 ms does occur in Dutch, but is a marginal case of this category. For this
reason, “110 ms not /v/” is higher ranked than “110 ms not /V/”, but lower
than “110 ms not /f/”, to mirror the fact that a token with 110 ms is usually
classiﬁed as /V/, sometimes as /v/, but never as /f/. The actual decision on the
classiﬁcation hinges then on the evaluation noise and the harmonicity value
of this token interact with the durational constraints.Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 11
Cue constraints have to be formalised negatively for the following reason:
positively formulated cue constraints fail to predict the correct categorisation
in OT if more than two categories are involved, because the highest-ranked
cue constraint will always determine the output (for an illustration of this
point, see Boersma and Escudero 2008). The advantage of the negatively-
formulated cue constraints is that they can also be employed in the modelling
of production, where they ensure that a phonological form is realised with the
corresponding perceptual cue values, see the bidirectional-phonology-and-
phonetics model by Boersma (2006, 2007).
We postulate cue constraints for every possible incoming value along an
auditory dimension that is used as a cue in the respective language. But in-
stead of listing large numbers of cue constraints that refer to single values,
the present article summarizes these as cue constraints that cover a certain
interval along the auditory continuum, and gives them the following form:
“x1 .. x2f not /y/” (where x1 and x2 are values forming an interval on the au-
ditory continuum f). Furthermore, the simplifying assumption is made that
both Dutch and German listeners employ segmental duration and harmonic-
ity median as the only auditory dimensions for labiodentals. In reality, speech
perception involves several perceptual cues, which are weighted language-
speciﬁcally (see e.g. Bradlow 1995). In addition, the present study does not
include constraints necessary to identify the segments as labiodentals, though
they are of course assumed to apply.10
The cue constraints as formalized by Escudero and Boersma (2003) are
modiﬁed here to map continuous auditory dimensions onto features, and not
directly onto segmental categories. By this, we can identify classes that share
certain auditory qualities, thereby simplifying the identiﬁcation of sounds.
Furthermore, the mapping of auditory values onto phonological features al-
lows for the normalisation of speech rate (see endnote 9).
The features used in the present study are of a more phonetic nature than
those traditionally employed in phonology (e.g., Chomsky and Halle 1968
and Clements 1985). They are not part of a universal set, and thus can differ
from language to language, and they do not necessarily provide minimal rep-
resentations, as we will see below. Instead, the features employed here mirror
as closely as possible the phonetic distributions of the classes they describe.
This does not prevent their use to describe phonological processes, a point
that cannot be illustrated here for lack of space.
The two German labiodentals show a distinction in their duration, which
can be mapped onto a binary feature such as [long].11 The average produc-12 Silke Hamann
tion of the Dutch labiodentals in ﬁgure 2 shows that all three are (at least
partially) differentiated by duration, and therefore cannot be described with a
binary feature [long], alone. Either a ternary feature [long, medium, short]
or two binary features [long] and [short] have to be used. The present
study employs the latter solution for the simple reason that it reduces the
number of cue constraints, no theoretical implication hinges on this decision.
With respect to the dimension of harmonicity median, the German labioden-
tals show again a binary distinction, which can be mapped onto the feature
[noise], with /f/ being [+noise] and /v/ [–noise]. The Dutch labiodentals
can be argued to show a three-way distinction in harmonicity (though with
large overlap of /f/ and /v/), which would require an additional speciﬁcation
with a feature such as [periodic], where /V/ and /v/ are [+periodic], and /f/ is
[–periodic]. The resulting feature speciﬁcations of the labiodentals are sum-
marised in (4).
(4) .
a. Speciﬁcation of labiodentals in German
/f/ /v/
[long] +  
[noise] +  
b. Speciﬁcation of labiodentals in Dutch
/f/ /v/ /V/
[long] +    
[short]     +
[noise] + +  
[periodic]   + +
The speciﬁcations in (4) are not minimal. The labiodentals in German could
be distinguished by either [long] or [noise] alone. Similarly, the distinc-
tion of the Dutch sounds would require only two features, e.g. [long] and
[short], or [long] and [noise]. Such minimal representations are possi-
ble, and actually employed by some speakers, as we will see below. However,
they do not cover all perceptual data. The German L1 listeners in Hamann
and Sennema’s (2005a) perception experiment, for instance, categorised the
Dutch stimuli in ﬁgure 3 mainly by duration (thus seem to employ a feature
[long]), which accounts for a categorisation of /V/ and /v/ as their native /v/
in respectively 99.5 and 82.8 percent of the cases, see table 1 above. How-Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 13
ever, further 16.7 percent of Dutch /v/ were categorised as /f/, which is only
possible if at least some of the listeners included the dimension of harmonic-
ity (or another measure for noisiness, and thus a feature like [noise]) in their
decision. This example illustrates that listeners of the same native language
can differ in their use of perceptual cues, and as a consequence, several per-
ception grammars (with different segmental speciﬁcations and usage of cue
dimensions) are possible for the same language. The speciﬁcations proposed
in (4) are what is maximally necessary for distinguishing the labiodentals in
Dutch and German by duration and harmonicity median.
Based on the feature speciﬁcations in (4) and on the average values for the
labiodentals in Hamann and Sennema (2005b), the following cue constraints
are postulated for German (5a) and Dutch (5b).
(5) .
a. Cue constraints for German
70 .. 135 ms not [+long] 70 .. 135 ms not [ long]
136 .. 200 ms not [ long] 136 .. 200 ms not [+long]
-6 .. 4 dB not [ noise] -6 .. 4 dB not [+noise]
5 .. 26 dB not [+noise] 5 .. 26 dB not [ noise]
b. Cue constraints for Dutch
70 .. 155 ms not [+long] 70 .. 155 ms not [ long]
156 .. 200 ms not [ long] 156 .. 200 ms not [+long]
70 .. 114 ms not [ short] 70 .. 114 ms not [+short]
115 .. 200 ms not [+short] 115 .. 200 ms not [ short]
-6 .. 8 dB not [ noise] -6 .. 8 dB not [+noise]
9 .. 26 dB not [+noise] 9 .. 26 dB not [ noise]
-6 .. -1 dB not [ periodic] -6 .. -1 dB not [+periodic]
0 .. 26 dB not [+periodic] 0 .. 26 dB not [ periodic]
The constraints in the left column of (5) are crucial for the correct classiﬁ-
cation in both languages and are ranked high, whereas the antagonistic con-
straints on the right are ranked low. These antagonist cue constraints are not
included in the following tableaux for lack of space.
A perception grammar that can correctly categorize the German data from
ﬁgure 2 above is given in (6). Both tableaux have input auditory forms based
on the average values for the German segments obtained in Hamann and14 Silke Hamann
Sennema’s (2005b) acoustic study. Candidates are the two phonological seg-
ments /f/ and /v/ since these are the only labiodentals in German.
(6) A German perception grammar
[v]
[102 ms, 15 dB]
136..200ms
not [ long]
70..135ms
not [+long]
-6..4dB
not [ noise]
5..26dB
not [+noise]
/f/ *! *
+ /v/
[f]
[172 ms, -2 dB]
136..200ms
not [ long]
70..135ms
not [+long]
-6..4dB
not [ noise]
5..26dB
not [+noise]
/f/
+ /v/ *! *
As we can see from these tableaux, the ranking among the four constraints
is irrelevant for the perception of the German labiodentals, since any ranking
will result in the same winning candidates, as long as these four constraints
are ranked above their not-included antagonist constraints. Furthermore, we
can see that either the two constraints referring to the durational contrast or
those referring to the noisiness would be sufﬁcient to decide on the winning
candidates. This shows that there is not only one possible perception gram-
mar for German labiodentals but several. These possible grammars differ in
the number of cue constraints, depending on which cues the individual lis-
tener uses to distinguish the sounds, and/or in the ranking of the constraints,
illustrating the different weight individual listeners give to certain cues. We
assume the ranking as given in (6), because it predicts the correct na¨ ıve per-
ception of Dutch labiodentals (see section 5.1 below).
Similarly, there are several possible perception grammars for the Dutch
labiodentals. The most complex one would use all speciﬁcations in (4b) and
thereforeallcueconstraintslistedin(5b).In(7),weseeaperceptiongrammar
for Dutch that is less complex and uses only the speciﬁcations [long] and
[noise]andtherespectivecueconstraints,modellingalistenerwhoemploys
only a binary distinction on the dimensions of duration and harmonicity. The
input auditory forms are based on the average values for the Dutch segments
from Hamann and Sennema’s (2005b) acoustic study. Output candidates are
the three labiodental categories in Dutch.Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 15
(7) A Dutch perception grammar
[V]
[97 ms, 19 dB]
156..200ms
not [ long]
70..155ms
not [+long]
-6..8dB
not [ noise]
9..26dB
not [+noise]
/f/ *! *
/v/ *!
+ /V/
[v]
[133 ms, 1 dB]
156..200ms
not [ long]
70..155ms
not [+long]
-6..8dB
not [ noise]
9..26dB
not [+noise]
/f/ *!
+ /v/
/V/ *!
[f]
[170 ms, -2 dB]
156..200ms
not [ long]
70..155ms
not [+long]
-6..8dB
not [ noise]
9..26dB
not [+noise]
+ /f/
/v/ *!
/V/ *!
The use of additional constraints or a different constraint ranking would yield
different perception grammars with the same categorisation results. Differ-
ent results can only occur if the ranking between the constraints in (7) and
their antagonists changes, if the feature speciﬁcation of the segments in (4) is
changed, or if we employ different cues than harmonicity and duration.
5. The perception grammars of four types of learners
With the formalisation of the differences in perception grammars between
Dutch and German listeners in the previous section, we can now account
for the performance of the four types of L2 learners that were introduced in
section 2. Since these learners had to categorise the tokens of the speaker
given in ﬁgure 3, the input to the following tableaux are the average values
for these tokens.
Learners of type D do not differ in performance from Dutch speakers and
we can conclude that this group has acquired L2 perception grammars identi-
cal to that of native listeners. If we assume the Dutch grammar in (7), then the
change in input (from the values averaged over 5 female speakers to the aver-
age values for the one male speaker) still yields the same results, which is not16 Silke Hamann
further illustrated here. Learner types A to C differ in various degrees from
native-like performance, as described in detail in the following subsections.
5.1. The L2-perception grammar of Learner A
Learners of type A identiﬁed the tokens with /f/ and /V/ correctly and cate-
gorised items of the voiced fricative as /V/. This performance is remarkable in
as far as the difference in harmonicity median between the tokens of Dutch /v/
and /V/ is not employed as a cue for their categorisation. Learners of type A
seem to simply apply their German perception grammar to the Dutch tokens
and to equate both Dutch /v/ and /V/ with their native /v/. This indicates that
the learners are at an early stage of their acquisition of Dutch and have not
created a separate phonological category for a third labiodental in Dutch, yet.
Following Escudero and Boersma (2004) and Escudero (2005), who ar-
gue that an L2 learner starts off by copying the native perception grammar,
i.e. the phonological categories and cue constraints from the native language
(based on the Full Transfer Theory by Schwartz and Sprouse 1996), we can
assume that learners of type A simply use a copy of their German percep-
tion grammar for the Dutch sounds. This is illustrated with the perception
tableaux in (8), which contain the constraints and rankings of the German
perception grammar in (6). Input are the Dutch tokens, and candidates are the
Dutch phonemes /f/ and /V/ (they could also be labelled German /f/ and /v/,
respectively). Dutch /v/ is not included, since learners of type A seem to have
no segmental representation for this sound.
(8) Learner A: A German perception grammar (with Dutch labels) on Dutch
inputs
/V/
[120 ms, 22 dB]
136..200ms
not [ long]
70..135ms
not [+long]
-6..4dB
not [ noise]
5..26dB
not [+noise]
/f/ *! *
+ /V/
/v/
[125 ms, 3 dB]
136..200ms
not [ long]
70..135ms
not [+long]
-6..4dB
not [ noise]
5..26dB
not [+noise]
/f/ *!
+ /V/ *Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 17
/f/
[185 ms, -2 dB]
136..200ms
not [ long]
70..135ms
not [+long]
-6..4dB
not [ noise]
5..26dB
not [+noise]
+ /f/
/V/ *! *
The application of a German perception grammar on the Dutch input can
account for the performance of na¨ ıve monolingual Germans, too. The results
of the German L1 listeners in table 1 show that not all tokens of Dutch /v/
were heard as German /v/. 16.7 percent have been categorised as /f/. This is
not surprising, if we look at the actual realisations of the tokens in ﬁgure 3.
Token va4, for instance, has a duration of 141 ms which will be categorised
by the German perception grammar as /f/:
(9) A German perception grammar (with Dutch labels) on token “va4”
va4
[141 ms, 5 dB]
136..200ms
not [ long]
70..135ms
not [+long]
-6..4dB
not [ noise]
5..26dB
not [+noise]
+ /f/ *
/V/ *!
Token va1 undergoes a similar misperception as formalised in (9), because it
has as a duration of 138 ms, which is categorised as [+long]. All other tokens
of /v/ have durations below 136 ms and are therefore categorised as /v/.
The categorisation of some Dutch /v/ tokens as German /f/ could be used
to explain why one of the L2 listeners (PP5) categorised only 75 percent of /v/
as Dutch approximant and 25 percent incorrectly. This explanation requires,
however, that this listener has separate categories for /f/, /v/ and /V/ and has
associated some durational values with /v/. A more likely explanation for this
performance is the experimental setup, where three answer categories were
provided for the labiodentals, and the participant felt obliged to use the third
one (/v/) from time to time, although she does not have three labiodental
phonemes.
The second L2 learner that belongs to the group of Learner A showed
some additional miscategorisation of /f/ as /v/, a pattern that is covered by
type B below.
5.2. The L2-perception grammar of Learner B
Learners of type B perceived the Dutch labiodental approximant /V/ always
correctly, but frequently confused the two fricatives. These results can be18 Silke Hamann
interpreted in the following way. The learners of type B have only two labio-
dental categories in their L2 grammar, namely one (the German voiced frica-
tive) for Dutch /V/ and one (the German voiceless fricative) for /v/ and /f/
together. This latter category has two corresponding graphemes, <v> and
<f>.12 Such a grammar is very likely to emerge in an environment where
all speakers neutralize the distinction between voiced and voiceless frica-
tives, something that is reported for a large number of Dutch speakers, recall
the description in section 1. As a result, learners receive no input with sepa-
rate distributions for the labiodental voiced and voiceless fricatives, and thus
have no perceptual dimension (neither harmonicity median nor duration) that
yields a correct classiﬁcation, but have to base their decision on chance. We
could not control for previous L2 input in our perception experiment, but it
seems very likely that some of the learners received only ‘neutralising’ input.
The learners of type B had to learn to collapse or ignore certain cues and
cue values in order to achieve this performance. The cue of duration clearly
distinguishes the tokens of /v/ and /f/ in the perception experiment, and there-
fore the uniform treatment of these tokens can only be attained if duration is
not considered as a cue. Furthermore, the tokens of /v/ and /V/ are not dis-
tinguished via duration by our speaker, but learners of type B have a clear
distinction between these two classes, giving further evidence to the hypothe-
sis that these learners do not employ durational cues. These two observations
can be modelled with a perception grammar that does not have constraints on
the duration of labiodentals. Furthermore, such a perception grammar does
not employ separate representations for /v/ and /f/, see the tableaux in (10).
(10) A Dutch perception grammar of Learner B
/V/
[120 ms, 22 dB]
-6..8ms
not [ noise]
9..26ms
not [+noise]
/f,v/ *!
+ /V/
/v/ or /f/
[125..185 ms,
-2..3 dB]
-6..8ms
not [ noise]
9..26ms
not [+noise]
+ /f,v/
/V/ *!
Two of the three learners in group B actually showed some additional mis-
categorisation of /v/ as /V/. This performance can be explained if duration
interacts with harmonicity, and all tokens shorter than for instance 120 msVariation in the perception of an L2 contrast 19
are categorised as /V/, see the pattern of learner type C described below. The
durational difference between German /v/ and /f/ is “unlearnt” for the Dutch
perception grammar of these listeners, otherwise we would not ﬁnd the ob-
served confusion patterns.
An alternative explanation for the learners of type B is that they have cre-
ated a third category, and distinguish all three labiodentals by harmonicity,
only. This requires a speciﬁcation along the harmonicity dimension with two
features such as [noise] and [periodicity], recall (4b). Such an account
works if we assume as input the data from ﬁgure 2, where the categories of
/f/ and /v/ are largely overlapping on the harmonicity dimension. The same
categories show much less overlap in the tokens in ﬁgure 3, however, and we
would therefore run into problems when trying to predict the observed confu-
sions with a three-member harmonicity contrast and the input from our male
speaker in ﬁgure 3.
5.3. The L2-perception grammar of Learner C
Listeners of type C correctly identiﬁed Dutch /f/ and categorised some to-
kens of /v/ as /V/ and vice versa. As the majority of the tokens are classiﬁed
correctly, we can conclude that these learners have created a third labiodental
category for Dutch. A possible explanation for the observed confusions is that
tokens of the approximant with a long duration are perceived as /v/, whereas
tokens of /v/ with a high harmonicity value are perceived as /V/. Hence both
duration and harmonicity are used as cues, and they are traded in a speciﬁc
relation. Consequently, the resulting perception grammar is more complex
than the one formalised in (7) for Dutch listeners. A modelling of this gram-
mar and the cue trading requires a speciﬁcation of the labiodentals as both
[short] and [long]. For the features [short] and [noise], the boundaries
and thus the respective constraints have to be slightly different from those
postulated in (4b) and (5b): The learners of type C set the boundary between
[+short] and [ short] at 124 ms, not 114 ms, because they categorise tokens
with a duration of 114-124 ms as [+short], i.e., /V/. Furthermore, the bound-
ary between [+short] and [ short] lies at 4 dB, not 8 dB, because tokens with
harmonicity values between 4 and 8 dB are categorised as [–noise], thus /V/,
independent of their length.13
To illustrate the perception of such tokens, the input Dutch /V/ is split into
twocategories inthefollowinggrammar; tokenswitha durationof70-124ms20 Silke Hamann
(i.e., /V/ tokens from the ﬁve speakers in ﬁgure 2), and tokens with a longer
duration of 125-155 ms (which are still tokens of /V/ for our male speaker).
Both categories have the same harmonicity values of 9-26 dB. Similarly, the
input of Dutch /v/ is split into two categories; tokens with a harmonicity value
of 1-3 dB and tokens with a harmonicity value of 4-8 dB, both categories
having the same durational values.
(11) A Dutch perception grammar for Learner C14
/V1/
[70..124 ms,
9..26dB]
156..200
ms not
[ long]
70..155
ms not
[+long]
-6..3dB
not
[ noise]
70..124
ms not
[ short]
125..200
ms not
[+short]
4..26dB
not
[+noise]
/f/ *! * *
/v/ *! *
+ /V/
/V2/
[125..155 ms
9..26dB]
156..200
ms not
[ long]
70..155
ms not
[+long]
-6..3dB
not
[ noise]
70..124
ms not
[ short]
125..200
ms not
[+short]
4..26dB
not
[+noise]
/f/ *! *
+ /v/ *
/V/ *!
/v1/
[70..155 ms,
1..3dB]
156..200
ms not
[ long]
70..155
ms not
[+long]
-6..3dB
not
[ noise]
70..124
ms not
[ short]
125..200
ms not
[+short]
4..26dB
not
[+noise]
/f/ *! *
+ /v/ (*)
/V/ *! (*)
/v2/
[70..155 ms,
4..8dB]
156..200
ms not
[ long]
70..155
ms not
[+long]
-6..3dB
not
[ noise]
70..124
ms not
[ short]
125..200
ms not
[+short]
4..26dB
not
[+noise]
/f/ *! * *
/v/ *! *
+ /V/ (*)Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 21
/f/
[156..200 ms
-6..3dB]
156..200
ms not
[ long]
70..155
ms not
[+long]
-6..3dB
not
[ noise]
70..124
ms not
[ short]
125..200
ms not
[+short]
4..26dB
not
[+noise]
+ /f/
/v/ *!
/V/ *! * *
The actual data from the perception experiment supports the analysis for-
malised in the perception grammar in (11): A miscategorisation of /v/ as /V/
occurred mainly for tokens of /v/ that had a harmonicity median around 3 dB
or above (va4: 5.6 dB, va8: 3.9 dB, va3: 2.9 dB), and there was a tendency
to miscategorise /V/ tokens that were rather long (Va4: 144 ms, Va8: 122ms,
Va1: 124ms).
Like the native grammar in (7), the learner’s grammar in (11) predicts the
correct output for the average values of the male speaker in the perception
experiment and the average values for the ﬁve speakers from the acoustic
study. Thus, this grammar is able to deal with prototypical tokens of the three
labiodentals, but departs from the L1 grammar in (7) with respect to the cat-
egorisation of marginal tokens.
6. Summary and conclusion
The four types of German learners described in section 5 showed very differ-
ent perceptual strategies for categorising the labiodentals in Dutch. Learner
type A simply applied a copy of the German perception grammar, with Ger-
man representations of the two labiodentals /f/ and /v/ and their respective cue
constraints. The learners of type B also had only two labiodental categories
for the three Dutch sounds, but had changed their German representations
and cue constraints to mirror a Dutch environment that neutralises /f/ and /v/.
The learners summarised in Type C were capable of classifying prototypi-
cal tokens of the Dutch labiodentals, hence had constructed a category and
representations for the voiced fricative and had associated them with the rel-
evant cues. However, these representations and cue constraints proved to be
different from those of a native speaker when dealing with non-prototypical
tokens. Lastly, learners of type D showed native-like performances, indicat-
ing that they acquired representations and cue constraints identical to those
of L1 speakers.
One could argue that these four types of learners represent four different
stages in the L2 acquisition of Dutch. This is certainly the case for type A22 Silke Hamann
and type D, with type A representing the very beginner’s stage and type D
the end stage. However, there is no evidence for assuming that the increasing
correct performance from type B to D indicate three successive developmen-
tal stages. The assumption of three successive stages implies that learners ﬁrst
have to have only one representation that combines both labiodental fricatives
in Dutch, and employ only harmonicity as a cue to differentiate them from
the labiodental approximant. Then they have to move on to construct a third
labiodental category and durational cue constraints that distinguish three lev-
els and that interact with harmonicity cues. And lastly they have to get rid
again of the third durational category and the interaction of harmonicity and
duration constraints.
The present article assumes instead that the perception grammars for types
B to D are possible variants of dealing with the same categorisation task, pro-
videdthelearnershadacertainamountofL2input.Thesedifferentgrammars
reﬂect perception strategies that the learners developed based on their L2 in-
put and on their L1 perception grammar. The role of the received input was
elaborated already in section 5.2 for Learner B, who seems to have encoun-
tered only neutralised, i.e. voiceless, labiodental fricatives. Learner C and D
had received less or no neutralised input, but differ insofar as Learner C prob-
ably had a less varied input than Learner D, since Learner C could not deal
with all tokens of the Dutch labiodentals provided in the experiment. With
respect to the L1 grammar, the present article illustrated that there are sev-
eral possible perception grammars for German and Dutch that all provide the
same categorisation for the native labiodental categories. The idea of learners
ending up with different grammars that result in the same output is not new
in the OT acquisition literature, see Apoussidou’s (2006) work on simulated
learning of stress in Pintupi. The role of speaker-speciﬁc differences in the L1
grammar for the acquisition of an L2 perception grammar, however, could not
be further elaborated here for lack of data. Future research is necessary where
detailed perception experiments on L2 and L1 of the same speakers (and pos-
sibly also developmental studies on their L2 perception) allow a comparison
between the L1 and (several stages of) the L2 grammar.
We saw in the present study that two factors play a role in the account of
L2 perception: phonetic factors such as auditory dimensions and the weight-
ings thereof, and phonological factors such as the segmental categories of
the native language and their speciﬁcations. In this respect, the present study
supports earlier L2 studies such as Flege and Hillenbrand (1986) who argue
that both phonetic differences between L1 and L2 and the phonology of L1Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 23
are crucial in the account of L2 perception. Furthermore, the present study
provides a formalisation of how these two factors interact with the help of
perception grammars and cue constraints, following Escudero and Boersma’s
(2003, 2004) groundbreaking work. This enables us to move from a mere de-
scription of the data (by comparing phonemes and perceptual cues employed
in L1 and L2) to a prediction of L2 perception based on language-speciﬁc
perception and phonological representations.
The present study is innovative in proposing listener-speciﬁc variation in
both phonetic and phonological factors of L2 perception: individual choices
of auditory dimensions and weighting of these dimensions, as well as individ-
ual speciﬁcations of phonological contrasts that are not present in the native
language.
Notes
1. PartsoftheresearchreportedherewerepresentedatthePhonetikundPhonologie2meet-
ing, T¨ ubingen, July 19, 2005; at the Universities of Amsterdam, Kiel, and Utrecht; and
at the ZAS Berlin. I thank the audiences on all of these occasions for their comments. I
havealsoreceivedhelpfulsuggestionsandcommentsbyPaulBoersma,MirjamErnestus,
Frank K¨ ugler, Aditi Lahiri, Anke Sennema, and two anonymous reviewers. I gratefully
acknowledge the support of grant GWZ 4/8-1-P2 by the German Science Foundation
(DFG) and a VENI postdoctoral fellowship 16.064.057 by the Dutch Science Founda-
tion (NWO).
2. Whereas the symbol /B/ stands for a bilabial fricative, the underscore // indicates that it
is lowered, i.e., an approximant. The symbol /w/ is sometimes also used for the South-
ern Dutch/Flemish sound (e.g. Cohen et al. 1961), but incorrectly implies a secondary
velarisation.
3. German has the grapheme <v>, which is used both for /v/ and /f/, see e.g. Vase [va:z@]
‘vase’ and Vieh [ﬁ:] ‘cattle’, respectively.
4. The Dutch alveolo-palatal sibilant [C] is usually considered an allophone of /s/, see Mees
and Collins (1982: 2).
5. A statistical analysis of the data that would yield a clustering of speakers is unfortunately
not possible. The most appropriate statistical method for this purpose is a generalised
linear mixed-effects model (Lindstrom and Bates 1990). However, at the time this paper
was ﬁnished such a model could not yet deal well with categorical dependent variables.
6. 5. The performance of these two participants is simpliﬁed here for reasons that become
obvious in §5.1: PP11 showed some additional miscategorisation of /f/ as /v/, a pattern
that is covered by learner type B. PP5 categorized 25% of /v/ incorrectly, as accounted
for in §5.1.
7. PP20 and PP21 actually categorize /v/ as /V/ in 30 percent of the cases. This confusion
pattern is covered by Learner C.
8. The speaker that was used in the perception experiment did not distinguish /v/ and /V/
by duration (cf, ﬁgure 3), and the German listeners therefore could not employ duration24 Silke Hamann
alone for categorizing these sounds in the experiment. Since the average distributions of
the three labiodentals in ﬁgure 2 (from the ﬁve speakers in Hamann and Sennema 2005b)
show that there is large overlap of the tokens of all three categories along this dimension,
duration alone does not seem to be a reliable cue for the Dutch labiodentals in general.
9. Normalisation for speaking rate is possible if we employ durational cue constraints that
map auditory values onto phonological features such as [long], see (5). This allows a
relativization of values according to overall speech rate. The actual values of a constraint
like “x–y ms is not [+long]” in the perception of a labiodental, for instance, can be deter-
mined by the duration of adjacent vowels or the larger context (word, utterance) in which
the segment appears. Similar normalization of speaker-dependent differences such as dif-
ferences in formant values can be performed via contextual information (like the pitch
range within the word or utterance).
10. Cues employed for identifying place of articulation are for instance the spectral features
of the friction noise (e.g. Whalen 1991) and vowel transitions (e.g. .Bladon et al. 1987;
see also Nowak 2006 who illustrates the interaction of both cues in the perception of the
Polish sibilants).
11. A larger contrast on the durational dimension might be necessary for other than labioden-
tal contrasts in German, see e.g. Hamann’s (2003) proposal to account for the difference
between long tense vowels, short tense vowels and glides of the same place of articulation
in German, such as /i:, i, j/, by a three-way durational contrast.
12. This situation is comparable to German, where <f> corresponds to /f/, and both <v>
and <w> correspond to /v/, see endnote 3.
13. As the constraints employed in this article cover certain intervals on auditory dimen-
sions, the change of boundary values actually means the following. The high-ranked “115
ms not [+short]”, which was integrated in the constraint “115..200 ms not [+short]”, is
now ranked lower than its antagonist “115 ms not [–short]”, which is now integrated in
“70..124 ms not [–short]”. The same holds for the durational constraints for 116-124 ms.
The change is thus one in ranking, not in values. This also applies to the ‘boundary’
change of the harmonicity constraints.
14. The violation marks in brackets indicate that the respective constraints are violated by
part of the input values. Due to the low ranking of these constraints, the input is not
further split to illustrate these violations.Variation in the perception of an L2 contrast 25
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